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Abstract

Smartphones, which contain a large number of sensors and integrated devices, are becoming increasingly powerful and fully
featured computing platforms in our pockets. For many people they already replace the computer as their window to the Internet, to
the Web as well as to social networks. Hence, the management and presentation of information about contacts, social relationships
and associated information is one of the main requirements and features of today’s smartphones. The problem is currently solved
only for centralized proprietary platforms (such as Google mail, contacts & calendar) as well as data-silo-like social networks (e.g.
Facebook). Within the Semantic Web initiative standards and best-practices for social, Semantic Web applications such as FOAF
emerged. However, there is no comprehensive strategy, how these technologies can be used efficiently in a mobile environment. In
this article we present the architecture as well as the implementation of a mobile Social Semantic Web framework, which weaves a
distributed social network based on semantic technologies.
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Introduction

Smartphones, which contain a large number of sensors and
integrated devices, are becoming increasingly powerful and fully
featured computing platforms in our pockets. For many people
they already replace the computer as their window to the In-
ternet, to the Web as well as to social networks. Online social
networking meanwhile became one of the most popular service
on the Web. Hence, the management and presentation of infor-
mation about contacts, social relationships and associated infor-
mation is one of the main requirements and features of today’s
smartphones.

The problem is currently solved solely for centralized pro-
prietary platforms (such as Google mail, contacts & calendar)
as well as data-silo-like social networks (e.g. Facebook). As a
result of this data centralization, users’ data is taken out of their
hands, they have to accept the predetermined privacy and data
security regulations; users are dependent of the infrastructure of
a single provider, they experience a lock-in effect, since long-
term collected profile and relationship information cannot be
easily transferred. Especially Facebook with it’s 600M+ mil-
lion users creates a web inside the Web. Drawing the metaphor
of islands Facebook is becoming more like a continent. Users
are locked into a certain platform and hardly have a chance to
get out again if they want to keep their connections. Once pub-
lished users also lose control about the data they own, since it
is stored on a single companies servers. Migrating to another
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platform is not possible or at least very difficult. Interoperabil-
ity between platforms is rare and limited to proprietary APIs. In
order to keep data up-to-date on multiple platforms users have
to update their information on each of their used SNSs and thus
information might diverge. Since there are only a few large
players the Web partly loses it’s distributed nature.

Increasingly, many people argue that social networks should
be evolving. That means, social networks should allow users
to control what to enter and to keep a control over their own
data. Also, the users should be able to host the data on an in-
frastructure, which is under their direct control, the same way
as they host their own website [2]. A possibility to give the
control over their data back to the users is the realization of a
truly distributed social network. Initial approaches for realiz-
ing a distributed social network appeared with GNU social and
more recently Diaspora (cf. Section 4). However, we argue
that a distributed social network should be also based on seman-
tic resource descriptions and de-referenceability so as to ensure
versatility, reusability and openness in order to accommodate
unforeseen usage scenarios.

Within the Semantic Web initiative already a number of
standards and best-practices for social, Semantic Web applica-
tions such as FOAF, WebID and Semantic Pingback emerged.
However, there is no comprehensive strategy, how these tech-
nologies can (a) be combined in order to weave a truly open and
distributed social network on the Web and (b) be used efficiently
in a mobile environment. Also, the use of a distributed, social
semantic network should be as simple as the use of the cur-
rently widely used centralized social networks (if not even sim-
pler). In this paper we present the general strategy for weaving
a distributed social semantic network based on the above men-
tioned standards and best-practices. In order to foster its adop-
tion we developed an implementation for the Android platform,
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which seamlessly integrates into the commonly used interfaces
for contact and profile management on mobile devices.

After briefly reviewing some use cases and requirements for
a mobile, semantic social network application (in Section 2.1),
we make in particular the following contributions:

• We outline a strategy to combine current bits and pieces
of the Semantic Web technology realm in order to realize
a distributed, semantic social network (Section 1),

• We develop an architecture for making mobile devices
endpoints for the Social Semantic Web (Section 1),

• A comprehensive implementation of the architecture was
performed for the Android platform (Section 2),

• We perform an evaluation of our implementation accord-
ing to the W3C Social Web Acid Test and interoperability
tests with OntoWiki and Dydra (Section 3),

Furthermore, our paper contains an overview on related work
in Section 4 and concludes in Section 5 with a discussion and
outlook on future work.

1. Distributed Semantic Social Networking

In this section we describe an architecture for distributed se-
mantic social networking which guided the requirements defini-
tion as well as the implementation of the mobile DSSN client.
After introducing a few design principles on which the archi-
tecture is based, we present its different layers, i.e. the data,
protocol, service and application layers. The overall architec-
ture is depicted in Figure 1. Our architecture is based on the
following three design principles.

Linked Data.. The main protocol for data publishing, retrieval
and integration is based on the Linked Data principles [3]. All
of the information contained and accessible in the Distributed
Semantic Social Network is represented according to the RDF
paradigm, made de-referencable and interlinked with other re-
sources. This principle facilitates heterogeneity and enables the
distribution of data and services on the Web.

Service Decoupling.. A second fundamental design principle
is the decoupling of user data from services as well as appli-
cations [10]. It ensures that users of the network are able to
choose between different services and applications. In addition,
this principle helps users of the social network to distinguish be-
tween their own data on one side, which they share with and li-
cense to other people and services, and foreign data on the other
side, which they create by using these services and which they
do not own. This decoupling principle can only be achieved by
using different methods to allow an automatically discovery of
connected and relevant services. In our architecture, we heavily
depend on RDF properties which relate resources to services, as
well as HTTP header extensions which represent the same link
but allow faster fetching of the relevant information.

Protocol Minimalism.. The main task for social networking pro-
tocols is to communicate RDF triples between nodes in the net-
work, not to enforce a specific work flow nor an exact interpre-
tation of the data. This constraint ensures the extensibility of
the data model and keeps the overall architecture clean.

Based on these design principles, we reviewed the current
technology stack for the Social Semantic Web and developed a
coherent architecture which uses existing state-of-the-art tech-
nologies and allows for social networking activities comparable
to centralized social networks (cf. Section 3.1 for an evaluation
of this claim).

We divided our architecture into four layers, namely data,
protocol, service and application layer. The data layer (de-
picted in the lower third of Figure 1) is formed by a network of
interlinked social network data objects. We distinguish between
two generic types of data objects: resources and feeds. While
feeds are used to represent temporally ordered information in
a machine-readable way, resources represent static artefacts.
Feeds are widely used on the Web and play a crucial role in
allowing real-time communication between different services.
In the context of the DSSN architecture, two types of feeds are
worth considering: activity feeds and history feeds.

History feeds represent an ordered list of change sets which
allow to re-create the current and former states of the resource
as well as to synchronize resources on different services. Cur-
rently we use PubSubHubbub1 as the Social Network wide pub-
lish / subscribe protocol, since it is widely supported and allows
for custom payloads if used in combination with Atom feeds.
Activity feeds represent an ordered timeline of social network
activities. They can be used to visualize activity streams which
are either centered around an activity object (e.g. activities on
an image) or an activity subject (e.g. activities of a specific
user).

Besides feeds which are used to communicate certain types
of events, linked resources spin the a network of Social Web
artifacts. We distinguish between three main categories of re-
sources: WebIDs for persons as well as applications, data arte-
facts and media artefacts.

WebID [19]2 is a best practice recently conceived in order
to simplify the creation of a digital ID for end users. Since its
focus lies on simplicity, the requirements for a WebID profile
are minimal. In essence, a WebID profile is a de-referenceable
RDF document (possibly even an RDFa-enriched HTML page)
describing its owner3. That is, a WebID profile contains RDF
triples which have the IRI identifying the owner as subject. The
description of the owner can be performed in any (mix of) suit-
able vocabulary (-ies), but FOAF [5] has emerged as the ‘indus-
try standard’ for that purpose.

Data Artefacts are resources on the Web which are pub-
lished according to the Linked Data principles. Data artefacts
includes posts, comments, taggings, activities and other Social
Web artefacts which have been created by services and applica-

1http://code.google.com/p/pubsubhubbub/
2The latest spec is available at http://webid.info/spec/.
3The usage of an IRI with a fragment identifier allows the indirect identifi-

cation of an owner by reference to the (FOAF) profile document.
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Figure 1: Architecture of a Distributed Semantic Social Network (without protocol layer): (1) Resources announce services and feeds, feeds announce services – in
particular a push service. (2) Applications initiate ping requests to spin the Linked Data network. (3) Applications subscribe to feeds on push services and receive
instant notifications on updates. (4) Update services are able to modify resources and feeds (e.g. on request of an application). (5) Personal and global search
services index social network resources and are used by applications. (6) Access to resources and services can be delegated to applications by a WebID, i.e. the
application can act in the name of the WebID owner. (7) The majority of all access operations is executed through standard web requests.

tions on the Web. Most of them are described using specific vo-
cabularies such as SIOC [4], Common Tag4 or Activity Streams
in RDF [15].

Media Artefacts are also created by services and applica-
tions but consist of two parts – a binary data part which needs
to be decoded with a specific codec, and a meta-data part which
describes this artefact. Usually, such artefacts are audio, video
and image files, but office document types are also frequently
used on the Social Web. Media artefacts can be easily inte-
grated into the DSSN by using the Semantic Pingback mecha-
nism, which is described later in this section.

The protocol layer is kept very simple and consists of the
WebID identity protocol and two networking protocols which
provide support for two completely different communication
schemes, namely resource linking (Semantic Pingback) and push
notification (PubSubHubbub). The basic idea of the WebID
protocol [19] (formerly known as a best practice [20]) is to con-
nect an SSL client certificate with a WebID profile in a secure
manner and thus allowing owners of a WebID to authenticate
against 3rd-party websites with support for the WebID proto-
col. The WebID (i.e. a de-referencable URI) is, therefore, em-
bedded into an X.509 certificate by using the Subject Alterna-
tive Name (SAN) extension. The document, which is retrieved
through the URI, contains the corresponding public key. Given
that information, a relying party can assert that the accessing
user owns a certain WebID. Furthermore, the WebID protocol
provides access control functionality for social networks shaped
by WebIDs in order to regulate access to certain information re-
sources for different groups of contacts (e.g. as presented with
dgFOAF [17]).

The purpose of Semantic Pingback [22] in the context of
DSSN architecture is twofold: (a) It is used to facilitate the first

4http://commontag.org/Specification

contact between two WebIDs and establish a new connection
(Friending). (b) It is used to ping the owner of different social
network artefacts if there are activities related to these artefacts
(e.g. commenting on a blog post, tagging an image, sharing
a website from the owner). The Semantic Pingback approach
is based on an extension of the well-known Pingback technol-
ogy [11], which is one of the technological cornerstones of the
overwhelming success of the blogosphere in the Social Web.
The Semantic Pingback mechanism enables bi-directional links
between WebIDs, RDF resources as well as weblogs and web-
sites in general. It facilitates contact/author/user notifications in
case a link has been newly established. It also allows to pub-
lish backlinks automatically from the original WebID profile (or
other content, e.g. status message) to comments or references
of the WebID (or other content) elsewhere on the Web, thus fa-
cilitating timeliness and coherence of the Social Web. As a re-
sult, the distributed network of WebID profiles, RDF resources
and social websites can be much tighter and timelier interlinked
by using the Semantic Pingback mechanism than conventional
websites, thus rendering a network effect, which is one of the
major success factors of the Social Web. Semantic Pingback is
completely downwards compatible with the conventional Ping-
back implementations, thus allowing the seamless connection
and interlinking of resources on the Social Web with resources
on the DSSN. As requested by our third design paradigm (pro-
tocol minimalism), Semantic Pingback is a generic data net-
working protocol which allows to spin relations between any
two Social Web resources. In the context of the DSSN Archi-
tecture, Semantic Pingback is used in particular for friending,
commenting and tagging.

PubSubHubbub is a web-hook-based publish/subscribe pro-
tocol, as an extension to Atom and RSS, which allows for near
instance distribution of feed entries from one publisher to many
subscribers. Since feed entries are not described as RDF re-
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sources, PubSubHubbub is not the best solution as a transport
protocol for a DSSN from our perspective. However, PubSub-
Hubbub with atom feeds is widely in use and has good sup-
port in the web developer community which is why we decided
to use it in our architecture. Similar to Semantic Pingback, it
is agnostic to its payload and can be used for all publish/sub-
scribe communication connections. In the DSSN architecture,
two specific feeds are important and linked to a WebID allowing
subscriptions to them: activity feeds which are used for activity
distribution5 and change set feeds which are used for resource
synchronization.

Applications which are part of the service layer (depicted
in the middle part of Figure 1 provide crucial infrastructure as
part of the architecture (in contrast to applications which are
build on top of the service layer such as the mobile client). We-
bIDs can be equipped with different services in order to allow
manipulation and other actions on the user’s data by other appli-
cations. As depicted in Figure 1, we have defined four essential
services for the distributed semantic Social Network architec-
ture.

The ping service provides an endpoint for any incoming
pingback request for the resources of a user. First and fore-
most, it is used with the WebID for friending but also for com-
ment notification and discussions. One application instance can
provide its services for multiple resources. In a minimal setup,
a ping service provides only a notification service via email. In
a more complex setup, the ping service has access to the update
service of a user (via access delegation) and can do more than
just notification. As we described in [22], pingback services are
announced in conjunction with resources using defined object
property or an HTTP header field.

The push service is a PubSubHubbub hub and is used for
activity distribution and resource synchronization. To equip
social network resources with its corresponding activity and
change set feeds, we have defined two OWL object properties
which are sub-properties of the more generic sioc:feed rela-
tion from the SIOC vocabulary [4]: dssn:activityFeed and
dssn:syncFeed. In addition to these RDF properties, DSSN
agents should pay attention to the corresponding HTTP header
fields X-ActivityFeed and X-SyncFeed, which are alterna-
tive representations of the OWL object properties to allow the
simple integration of media artefacts.

Search and index services are used in two different con-
texts in the Social Network architecture: (1) They are used to
search for public web resources, which are not yet part of a
user’s social network. These search services are well-known se-
mantic search engines as Swoogle [8] or Sindice [23]. (2) They
are used to search and index private data as well as to cache
resources for faster access. A private search service is used for
all users and application queries from applications which act on
behalf of the user. The underlying resource index of a private
search service is used as a callback for all push notifications

5Activity Distribution is a fundamental communication channel for any so-
cial network. A personal activity feed publishes the stream of all activities on
social network resources (artefacts and WebIDs) with a specific user as the ac-
tor.

from feeds to which the user has subscribed. In our architecture
we assume that search services accept SPARQL queries. How-
ever, this assumption is not true for all public Semantic Web
search engines at the moment.

Finally, an update service provides an interface to modify
and create user resources by means of SPARQL update queries.
In the same way as private search services, update services are
secured by means of the WebID protocol and accept requests
only by the user itself and by agents in access delegation mode6.

2. A Mobile DSSN Client

In this section we outline how the Mobile DSSN Client was
built.7 First we describe how it fits into the DSSN architecture
in Section 2.1. In Section 2.1 we define requirements in order
to make the client part of the DSSN and make it compatible
with the widest variety of devices possible. Then we describe
the platform independent implementation of the client in Sec-
tion 2.2 and discuss platform specific aspects in Section 2.3.

2.1. Requirements and Integration into the Architecture

The mobile client described in this section is part of the
application layer of the DSSN architecture. The client should
able to fetch and display Linked Data resources as well as feeds,
send pingback requests and use SPARQL to search and update
resources. The only protocol not usable by the mobile client
is the publish / subscribe push of PubSubHubbub since a push
depends on a static callback URL which is not easy to provide
in mobile scenarios.

Independently from the technical and integration require-
ments below, the mobile application has to comply to these
functional requirements:

WebID profiles of the user as well as any other person
should be displayable with the application. The users WebID
should be writeable, if a connected SPARQL service allows
SPARQL update. The user should be able to traverse the so-
cial network by following outgoing foaf:knows relations and
she should be able to make a new friend connection to a shown
WebID. In order to find and display any WebID on the Web
easily, a suitable semantic search engine should be integrated.

Activity streams in form of feeds should be accessible in a
timeline interface, both for WebIDs and for other artefacts (e.g.
images). In addition to consume activities, a user should be
able to react and act in the Social Network by means of creating
new activities in a stream. The client should not only be able
to create new activities but also to notify and ping all relevant
resources which have a relation with this activity.

WebID profiles of a user’s contacts should not only be visi-
ble in the network application but should be synchronized with

6We defined dssn:updateService as a relation between a WebID and an
update service

7The Mobile DSSN Client project page is available at http://aksw.org/
Projects/MobileDSSN. It is an open source software and its source code
can be found at https://github.com/AKSW/MobileDSSN. It can be also
directly tested by accessing the following URL on a mobile device: http:
//m.ontowiki.net/dssn/
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the smartphone’s contact database in order to integrate these
data into the system for use by other applications.

2.2. Platform independent DSSN client
HTML5 and JavaScript were picked as main development

languages to meet the requirements defined before. Creating
the client as a web application allows to run the application on
any modern mobile device. Supporting graceful degradation in
the design of the web application allows the application to work
correctly but with limitations on most devices released in the
past few years. The usage of Model-View-Controller8 (MVC)
architectural pattern facilitates functionality extensions as well
as the adaptation of the user interface behaviour and the integra-
tion for different platforms. The HTML5 API grants access to
the device’s hardware (e. g. camera, GPS) and persistent stor-
age. Hardware access is used in the DSSN client for posting
status updates with attached geographic coordinates and user’s
camera shots.

HTML5’s local storage9 functionality was used for persis-
tent data storage. Local storage is a part of the HTML5 appli-
cation caches and is a persistent data storage of key-value pair
data in Web client applications. It is used to replicate parts of
FOAF profiles at the client-side. The client stores RDF data
as JSON-encoded strings for offline usage and to increase page
loading speed while online (in cases where the resource has not
been changed and does not require reloading). Usage of local
storage allows to export and import user-gathered data, for ex-
ample, to do backups (i.e. snapshots) of data to an external SD
card or to share data with other mobile devices via Bluetooth.

2.2.1. Client architecture
As we mentioned before, the Mobile DSSN Client was built

according to the MVC architectural pattern. Since JavaScript
is mostly used as event-driven programming language, we de-
cided to use the popular jQuery library10 for simplifying the
handling events and document manipulations. jQuery is a fast
and concise JavaScript library that simplifies HTML document
traversing, event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for
rapid web development. Another advantage of jQuery is its ex-
tensibility. There is a large number of extensions and libraries
based upon jQuery for almost any purpose.

To simplify the implementation and handling of the model
part in our Javascript MVC application we selected the Back-
bone.js11 library. Backbone.js simplifies the structure of com-
plex JavaScript applications by providing a data model abstrac-
tion with key-value binding and storage mapping as well as
custom events, collections with a rich set of enumerable func-
tions, and views with declarative event handling. Though Back-
bone.js supports two parts of the MVC architecture – model and
view, we have used only the model part, since the view is han-
dled better by jQuery Mobile (cf. subsubsection 2.2.2). The

8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model\T1\textendashview\
T1\textendashcontroller

9http://www.w3.org/TR/offline-webapps/#offline
10http://jquery.com/
11http://documentcloud.github.com/backbone/

standard Backbone.js Model was extended to utilize local stor-
age and caching.

Since the Mobile DSSN Client will handle FOAF profiles
directly we have used rdfQuery12 to simplify this process. rdf-
Query is an easy-to-use JavaScript library for RDF-related pro-
cessing. It can be used to parse RDFa embedded within a page,
query over the contained facts and perform some simple reason-
ing to infer some implicit information. Together with a server-
side triplestore, rdfQuery can be used to easily create authoring
interfaces for the semantic web. rdfQuery comes in three com-
ponents:

• Core rdfQuery – allows to create simple client-side triple-
stores and query them with JavaScript

• rdfQuery with RDFa – supports parsing of RDFa and
adding RDFa to web pages.

• rdfQuery with rules – supports reasoning within triple-
stores using rules.

Since we do not use any client-side reasoning or RDFa pars-
ing in the Mobile DSSN Client, only the Core rdfQuery was
included into project.

Since user feeds are presented in the Atom syndication for-
mat, the jFeed library13 was used for parsing feeds.

Since our Mobile DSSN Client is a HTML5 Web applica-
tion some security restrictions apply. For example, the client
is only allowed to perform AJAX requests to the same server
where it was loaded from. In order to make the Mobile DSSN
Client more flexible, functionality to proxy AJAX requests was
added. If the server hosting the FOAF profile or a SPARQL
endpoint does not have the client in its access white list for
cross-side scripting and the user does not have the ability to
change this configuration, the proxy needs to be used. The
AJAX proxy was implemented in PHP and can be deployed on
same server where the Mobile DSSN Client web application is
hosted.

2.2.2. User Interface
The user interface was built using HTML5 and the jQuery

Mobile14 framework to ensure compatibility across all of the
major mobile platforms. Built on a jQuery and jQuery UI15

foundation, it allowed to create a unified user interface regard-
less of the actual platform the user’s device runs on. The re-
sulting source code presents a thin JavaScript layer, built with
Progressive Enhancement principles so as to allow for a mini-
mal footprint.

The Mobile DSSN Client user interface currently has two
different usage patterns: profile and stream browsing and net-
work traversing; adding friends, user’s profile data editing and
posting to user’s feed.

12http://code.google.com/p/rdfquery/
13jFeed is a lightweight JavaScript RSS/ATOM feed parser based on jQuery:

http://plugins.jquery.com/project/jFeed
14http://jquerymobile.com/
15http://jqueryui.com/
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Figure 2: Mobile DSSN Client standard browsing interface.

Profile and Stream browsing. Figure 2 shows the Mobile DSSN
Client user interface in different browsing states.

In accordance with popular touch-oriented mobile software
platforms, the user interface was based on lists so as to simplify
navigating through interlinked resources. The first screenshot
(Figure 2.1) shows the settings screen invoked upon first run of
the application. This screen allows the user to input his WebID
URI. All the required data is gathered from the user’s WebID
after submission. The second screenshot shows how the user’s
profile is displayed. Currently, the profile screen is limited to
several fixed fields, but with a bit of JavaScript knowledge a
user can easily adjust it to his likings. We plan to provide sim-
ple user interface for this in future. The third screenshot shows
the user’s network as a simple list with names and depictions.
Selecting any entry in this list will navigate to selected pro-
file. The last screenshot (Figure 2.4) shows the user’s activities
stream which is also represented as a simple list. Bottom bar
with screen selection is common to all of those views and aims
to make the Mobile DSSN Client feel native even when using
it from web browser. The menu button on top of the screen
invokes a menu for data manipulation (e.g. profile editing, ac-
tivity addition) that is described below.

Profile traversing can be accomplished in several ways:

• Simply selecting an interesting profile in network tab,

• Opening a WebID by its URI from the menu,

• Searching for a WebID using the Sindice search engine.

Selecting another WebID will open the same views as shown
above for a user’s own profile. Two additional buttons will ap-
pear when browsing through WebIDs: The "Home" button will
be added to the top bar to navigate back to the user’s profile,
an "Add to network" entry will be added to the menu to add
current WebID to the user’s network.

Profile and Stream editing. Figure 3 shows editing interfaces
of the Mobile DSSN Client.

The first screenshot (Figure 3.1) shows the profile editing
interface. By using predicates names as labels and objects as
text in inputs, this interface allows editing any field available
in the user’s profile. The Mobile DSSN Client tracks changes
of every input and saves only the ones that actually have been
changed. After data is saved to the model, the synchroniza-
tion algorithm immediately applies changes to local storage and
waits for an available data connection to send them to the DSSN
node where the user’s profile is hosted. At the moment the
only supported way of updating a profile on the server is via
SPARQL update queries.

Screenshot 2 shows the management of the user’s network.
After enabling this mode a simple selection of a list entry rep-
resenting a relation will remove this relation from the user’s
profile. Addition of a new relation is shown in Screenshot 3. It
is accomplished by entering the desired WebID URI. When the
user browses through other WebIDs and wants to add a relation
with one, he also reaches that screen, but with pre-filled input. It
is also possible to use the Sindice search engine to find and add
people. A Sindice search result is shown in Screenshot 4. Se-
lection of a search result item will result in loading this item as
WebID in browsing interface. The last screenshot (Figure 3.5)
shows the interface for the creation of new activities. It consist
of three fields: activity type, activity text and URI for activity.
It is also possible to post text-only activities without any URI
included. Also activity creation is, at the moment, only possible
when using a SPARQL endpoint.

2.3. Platform specific components

Since the Mobile DSSN Client was created in a platform-
independent way, it is possible to use variety of application
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Figure 3: Mobile DSSN Client editing interfaces.

frameworks to turn it into platform-specific hybrid application.
A hybrid application combines elements of both native and web
applications. Such a combination allows access to native fea-
tures of the device from within the web application. How-
ever, all the layout rendering is done using the native HTML5
browser engine on the phone.

There are currently more than 15 mobile development frame-
works16 available each with different strengths and weaknesses.
We selected PhoneGap to compile and package the Mobile DSSN
Client for different platforms. PhoneGap was chosen because
of its openness and large user community. PhoneGap being
open source allows us to change practically anything inside the
framework if required.

Using PhoneGap to package the Mobile DSSN Client for
specific platforms allows access to the default PhoneGap JavaScript
APIs17 (e.g. accelerometer, compass, media, etc.). Also, the
powerful PhoneGap plugin system18 is available. It allows to
create platform-specific plugins using native platform SDKs
and binding certain functionality to respective JavaScript inter-
faces.

As an example for employing the plugin-based extension
for the Mobile DSSN Client we decided to write a contacts syn-
chronization provider for the Android platform. Android allows
the creation of a custom contacts providers for synchronization
with the smartphones contact book. Our WebID provider now
synchronizes all foaf:knows and other relations from the We-
bID with the Android phone’s contact book. PhoneGap plugins
consist of two parts: native code and JavaScript interfaces. In

16http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_phone_web_based_
application_framework

17http://docs.phonegap.com/
18http://wiki.phonegap.com/w/page/36752779/

PhoneGap-Plugins

the case where Android native code is a Java class that class ex-
tends the PhoneGap plugin system. The JavaScript interface is
implemented using the PhoneGap execute method that can call
any native code (or the default PhoneGap API). Since this con-
tact synchronization provider was already implemented during
the development of the Mobile Social Semantic Web client for
Android (MSSW [21]), all that was required is to convert the
existing code into a PhoneGap plugin.

3. Evaluation

The evaluation of our DSSN concept and implementation
has been divided into three parts:

1. Social Web Acid Test (SWAT),
2. OntoWiki-based interoperability evaluation,
3. Dydra-based interoperability evaluation.

SWAT was used as a general check for the completeness and
integration of the client into the DSSN architecture. The On-
toWiki and Dydra based evaluations access how the client be-
haves with different data providers.

3.1. Social Web Acid Test

The Social Web Acid Test (SWAT) is an integration use case
test that was conceived by the Federated Social Web Incubator
Group of the W3C. Currently, only the first and very basic level
of the test (SWAT019) has been developed and described com-
pletely. Nevertheless, those parts of the next level (SWAT1)
which are currently published are discussed here as well.

19http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/federatedsocialweb/
wiki/SWAT0
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SWAT0:. The objectives of the first SWAT level are clearly de-
scribed by the following use case20:

Listing 1: Social Web Acid Test - Level 0

1 User A takes a photo of user B from her
phone and posts it

2 User A explicitly tags the photo with user B
3 User B gets notified that she is in a photo
4 User C who follows user A gets the photo
5 User C leaves a comment on the photo
6 User A and user B get notified about the

comment

Utilizing all technologies described before, the Mobile DSSN
Client passes the SWAT0 without any problems. The following
enumeration describes the details:

1. User A takes a photo of user B and shares it (using the
activity creation interface): The web space returns a link
to the user’s pingback server in the HTTP header of the
uploaded image.

2. User A explicitly tags a photo with user B: This is done
by creating a tag resource using the same activity creation
interface which links both to the image and to the WebID
of user B. A pingback client sends a ping request to all of
these resources after publishing the tag on the Web.

3. User B is notified that she is on a photo: The notification
is created by the pingback service of User B who has re-
ceived a request from the tagging application which was
used by User A.

4. User C, who follows user A, receives the photo: User C is
instantly provided with an update in her activity stream,
informing her about the new image.

5. User C leaves a comment on the photo: This is done in
the same way as publishing the tag.

6. User A and user B are notified about the comment: User
A will be notified because her pingback service informs
her about this ping. User B will be notified only if she
has subscribed to the activity feed of the photo provided
that it exists.

SWAT1. is currently not finally defined21, so the evaluation is
only preliminary at the moment. The next SWAT level will
require a few different use cases which introduces some new
Social Web concepts. However, most of the user stories are
already satisfied as a consequence of the fully distributed na-
ture of the DSSN architecture (e.g. data portability and social
discovery). The more interesting user stories are: (1) The Pri-
vate content and Groups use cases will require a distributed

20For this use case the following assumptions are made: (1) Users employ at
least two (ideally, three) different services each of which is built with a different
code base. (2) Users only need to have one account on the specific service of
their choice. (3) Ideally, participants A, B, and C use their own sites (personal
URLs).

21Available online at http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/
federatedsocialweb/wiki/SWAT1_use_cases (receive 29.07.2011).

ACL management. Some ideas for using WebIDs for group
ACL management were already published with dgFOAF [17]
and we deem this is a good starting point for further research.
(2) The Social News use case introduces a new vote activity.
Since our architecture applies schema agnostic social network
protocols, this new type of activity can be communicated as
any other activity. Since most of those use cases easily fit into
the DSSN architecture, they could be easily executed from the
Mobile DSSN Client. The most problematic case at the mo-
ment is authorization using the FOAF+SSL protocol. Using
the FOAF+SSL protocol is not yet fully supported even by the
newest mobile platforms, so it is currently not yet possible to
authenticate and handle private content.

3.2. OntoWiki-based interoperability evaluation

OntoWiki was developed to address the need for a Web ap-
plication for rapid and simple knowledge acquisition in a col-
laborative way. OntoWiki can be used for presenting, author-
ing and managing knowledge bases adhering to the RDF data
model. In order to render its functionality, OntoWiki relies on
several APIs that are also available to third-party developers.
Usage of these programming interfaces enables the users to ex-
tend, customize and tailor OntoWiki in several ways.

OntoWiki was selected because first DSSN architecture im-
plementation was done using OntoWiki framework. Since On-
toWiki is Linked Data enabled application it can be used as
WebID provider. Implemented during DSSN architecture de-
velopment, the OntoWiki activity stream extensions provides
means to create ATOM feed upon existing activities data. Also,
the SPARQL endpoint provided by OntoWiki is used to update
data both for WebIDs and for activity streams.

SWAT0 was used as simplest available test case. Since there
are two persons in SWAT0 two OntoWiki instances were set up
for Bob22 and Alice23. Bob was picked as a user of the Mobile
DSSN Client. The SWAT0 scenario was followed step by step.
During the test no errors or problems with client or server were
encountered. The Mobile DSSN Client showed that it can be
used with OntoWiki as a data and update provider without any
problems.

3.3. Dydra-based interoperability evaluation

Dydra24 is a cloud-based graph database service which is
free to use (currently in a private beta) and allows read/write
access to different graph models in a user space. Importing and
exporting of graph data is done using different APIs including
SPARQL and a Dydra REST API. For querying, Dydra offers a
SPARQL endpoint for each saved graph. Unfortunately Dydra
currently does not support access to stored resources follow-
ing the Linked Data best practices at the moment. To over-
come this limitation, we created and used a Dydra linked data
proxy. This proxy maps resource URLs in the namespace of the
proxy installation onto SPARQL ASK and CONSTRUCT queries,

22http://bob.lod2.eu/
23http://alice.lod2.eu/
24http://dydra.com
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which are executed on the Dydra SPARQL endpoint25. In order
to interlink Dydra resources with DSSN services, the Linked
Data proxy adds most of the auto-discovery object properties
and header fields to the HTTP response. This is especially use-
ful for WebIDs and data artefacts as comments and notes. In
addition to Dydra as a WebID provider, we used a standalone
Semantic Pingback service26 as well as an activity feed service
(an OntoWiki instance).

As in the OntoWiki case, SWAT0 was used as a test case.
Bob’s WebID was moved from OntoWiki to the Dydra store and
the user’s URI was changed accordingly in the client. Again,
the SWAT0 scenario was followed step by step. During the
test no errors or problems on client or server sides were en-
countered. The Mobile DSSN Client showed that it can be used
with Dydra as a data provider as well as with OntoWiki as activ-
ity stream provider at the same time and stand alone Semantic
Pingback service.

4. Related Work

Related work can be roughly divided into semantics-based
(but centralized) social network services, distributed social net-
work projects, mobile Semantic Web projects and mobile social
network clients. A comprehensive overview is contained in the
final report of the W3C Social Web Incubator Group [9]. In
the sequel we present some related approaches along the four
dimensions in more detail.

Semantics-based (but centralized) social network services. Evri27

is a centralized social network based on RDF and mainly used
for collaborative information storage. Evri also maintains mo-
bile applications for iOS and Android to give their users access
to these information.

Recently, Facebook opened some Linked Data functionality
in order to allow identification and usage of its users with the
Semantic Web technology stack. Each Facebook user now has a
WebID like identity URL which can be retrieved as a RDF doc-
ument 28. Although we interpret this as a first step in a federated
social network direction, unfortunately we can’t call it Linked
Data since there are no links to other Facebook IDs available.
Another minor integration problem is the usage of its FOAF-
like but Facebook specific vocabulary. We welcome these first
steps and hope for more federation work here.

Distributed social network. The idea of distributed social net-
works appeared quickly after social networks became popu-
lar. A distributed social network traditionally refers to an Inter-
net social network service that is decentralized and distributed

25In a similar way as described in Pubby [6], but more specific to the Dydra
user/graph URL scheme.

26This service is available at http://pingback.aksw.org and was de-
scribed in detail in [22].

27http://www.evri.com (formally know as Twine)
28An example URL is http://graph.facebook.com/sebastian.

tramp. These identity URLs can be retrieved as RDF Turtle only.

across different providers, with emphasis on portability and in-
teroperability. The most prominent representatives are Dias-
pora29, NoseRub30 and GNU social31. Although some of these
networks make use of vocabularies (e.g. FOAF in the case of
GNU Social) or certain elements of semantic technologies, their
use of Semantic Web technologies and best-practices is rather
limited.

Mobile Semantic Web applications. The application of Seman-
tic Web technologies on mobile devices is not new - one of the
earlier works dates back to 2003 [13]. However, this research
area was not pursued very actively due to the large number of
mobile device limitations common in that era. In the light of
increasing processing power and data connectivity of modern
mobile devices, the use of mobile Semantic Web technologies
is becoming more feasible. There are a few publications which
review the state of the mobile Semantic Web and the possibili-
ties thereof to improve mobile Web (e.g. [12]). Also, there are
publications on more complex systems, such as SmartWeb [18]
which uses semantic technologies to enhance the backends of
mobile web service. On the frontend side there are semantic
mobile applications like DBpedia Mobile[1] or mSpace Mo-
bile [24] that implement or utilize Semantic Web technologies
directly on mobile devices. However, these frontend applica-
tions focus on very specific use cases - information about points
of interest in the case of DBpedia Mobile and information for
university students in the case of mSpace. Finally, there are
publications which describe proof of concept applications as
well as algorithms for consuming and replicating Linked Data
and RDF in general [7, 14, 16].

Mobile social networking clients. All major social networking
services (such as Facebook, Myspace, LinkedIn etc.32) have
meanwhile clients for different mobile platforms, which are more
or less integrated with the mobile phone platform itself. In ad-
dition to this, the Android market place lists more than 3500
applications in the category social networks with our imple-
mentation being one of them. However, up to our knowledge
our MSSW client is the first to consequently employ W3C stan-
dards as well as Social Semantic Web best practices with regard
to all aspects of data representation and integration.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We see the work described in this article to be a further cru-
cial piece in the medium-term agenda of realizing a truly dis-
tributed social network based on semantic technologies. Since
mobile devices are playing an increasingly important role as
clients and platforms for social networks, our realization fo-
cused on providing an extensible framework for social semantic
networking on the Android platform. With this work we aimed

29https://joindiaspora.com
30http://noserub.com
31http://www.gnu.org/software/social/
32An ordered list can obtained from Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/List_of_social_networking_websites
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at showcasing how different (social) Semantic Web standards,
technologies and best practices can be integrated into a compre-
hensive architecture for social networking (on mobile devices).

With regard to future work we plan to further decrease the
entrance barrier for ordinary users. A current obstacle is that
users are required to have a WebID and - if they want to use au-
thentication and access control features - a FOAF+SSL enabled
WebID. In particular creating a FOAF+SSL enabled WebID is,
due to the certificate creation, still a cumbersome process. A
possible simplification of this process would be to enable mo-
bile phone users to create and upload the required profile and
certificates directly from their mobile device. We also plan to
implement a more efficient and user-friendly way for subscrib-
ing to updates of contacts. These will include profile changes,
status updates, (micro-)blog posts as well as updates retrieved
from social networking apps. This feature would be facilitated
by a proxy infrastructure, which caches updates until the de-
vice re-connects to the network after a period of absence (e.g.
due to limited network connection or switched-off devices). A
further important aspect to be developed is the standardization
and realization of social networking applications, which seam-
lessly integrate with and run on top of the distributed social
semantic network. Such applications would comprise every-
thing we know from centralized social networks (e.g. games,
travel, quizzes etc.), but would make use of FOAF+SSL and
the other distributed social networking components for authen-
tication, access control, subscription/notification etc.
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